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A few quick notes before we begin …

• Can you hear us okay? (What is your goal for today’s session?) 
• To improve presentation clarity, limit memory- and bandwidth-

hogging applications (e.g. Dropbox, backups, etc.) 
• Have issues?  

• Check your settings 
• Let us know in Questions box 
• Try reloading the webinar 

• Have no fear: a replay will be available for on-demand viewing
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Question 1 (Rena)

I have a small website on the Rainmaker platform. I also have a huge 
website on the Synthesis platform. Both sites target the same audience 

and are for my same business. Can I use RainMail to capture 
subscribers on both websites? My Synthesis-hosted website gets the 

lion's share of my traffic and action, so I want to be sure I have the 
ability to capture subscribers via RainMail on both sites. I'd like to be 

able to use only RainMail - without having to also pay for an additional 
third party system (AWeber, Mailchimp, etc.). Is this possible? 



Question 1 (Rena)

Yes. You can capture subscribers on both websites. But you will 
only be able to email them from your Rainmaker site.
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1. Create a Subscribe Page on Your Non-Rainmaker Site 

Look! I created a 
page on my site, 
Assembly Call, 

where people can 
subscribe to 

Chris’ site, Maker 
Hacks.

* - for purposes of 
demonstration 

only :-)



1. Create a Subscribe Page on Your Non-Rainmaker Site 

Now I need a form 
that will subscribe 

people to Chris’ 
RainMail list.
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Chris already has 
this form on his 

Subscribe page. I 
can swipe it.

2. Copy RainMail Subscribe Form 



You would do the 
same — create the 

form on your 
Rainmaker site, 

and then swipe it 
for your Synthesis-

hosted site.

2. Copy RainMail Subscribe Form 



2. Copy RainMail Subscribe Form 

Right click 
anywhere on page.



2. Copy RainMail Subscribe Form 

When you see the 
page’s source 

code, you want to 
“Find” where the 

form is so you can 
copy the code.



2. Copy RainMail Subscribe Form 

Search for “<form” 
so you find only 
instances of the 
actual <form></

form> code you are 
looking for, and filter 
out instances of just 

the word “form.”



2. Copy RainMail Subscribe Form 

There it is.

If you only have one 
form on the page, 

there should be only 
one instance of 

“<form”. You know 
that’s the code 

you’re going to copy.



2. Copy RainMail Subscribe Form 

Copy everything 
from the opening 
<form> tag to the 

</form> tag.



2. Copy RainMail Subscribe Form 

Paste the code you 
just copied into the 
Text editor of any 

post or page, or into 
a text widget in any 

Content Area or 
Landing Page.



2. Copy RainMail Subscribe Form 

Chris’ form from 
MakerHacks.com is now 
on AssemblyCall.com! 
And as you can see, it 
adopts the style of the 

site it’s on.

http://makerhacks.com
http://assemblycall.com


2. Copy RainMail Subscribe Form 

When I complete the 
form, I am taken to the 
confirmation page on 

MakerHacks.com.



2. Copy RainMail Subscribe Form 

To create a better user 
experience, you 

should create a thank 
you/confirmation 

page on the same site 
the form is on, so the 
user isn’t disoriented 
by being redirected to 

a different site.
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3. Send Email From Rainmaker Site 

Notice how this is 
digitalcommerce.com 
but I can choose from 
lists for Copyblogger, 

Authority, and 
StudioPress.



3. Send Email From Rainmaker Site 

Also notice how you 
can vary the Sender 
Name and Sender 

Email for any 
broadcast email. 



3. Send Email From Rainmaker Site 

If you will need the 
design to vary 

between the lists, you 
can make use of 

different templates 
and use a custom 

template — this can 
be chosen at the 

individual email level.



3. Send Email From Rainmaker Site 

Note that these 
settings (Settings > 

RainMail) will apply to 
ALL emails.



Question 2 (Peter)

You spoke about subheads (in the previous webinar). You mentioned H1 
for headline and H3 for subheads. Re: H1, does that mean that the tag 

should be at the top, within the body of the page, or is that the "title" (or 
both)? What exactly is the protocol for best (SEO-optimum?) use / 

placement of H1 tags within Rainmaker? 
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Question 2 (Peter)

You spoke about subheads (in the previous webinar). You mentioned H1 
for headline and H3 for subheads. Re: H1, does that mean that the tag 

should be at the top, within the body of the page, or is that the "title" (or 
both)? What exactly is the protocol for best (SEO-optimum?) use / 

placement of H1 tags within Rainmaker? 

All content pages on Rainmaker (or using any StudioPress theme) 
are designed with the headline wrapped in an <h1> tag. You don’t 

need to do anything. 

The optimal practice is to have one (and only one) <h1> tag on your 
page to clearly indicate to search engines what the page is about. 

With Rainmaker, that’s taken care of for you.



Question 3 (Peter)

I was not previously aware of the "button" possibilities. By copying the 
code Jerod showed in his demonstration (about the Indiana artifacts) 
I've managed to produce a button link. Is there a good "article" within 

the knowledge base to explain how buttons are created and, e.g., how 
you format their size, colors, etc.?
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I've managed to produce a button link. Is there a good "article" within 

the knowledge base to explain how buttons are created and, e.g., how 
you format their size, colors, etc.?

At present, there is no KB article that goes beyond explaining 
how to add class=“button” to your <a></a> code when creating 

a link. However, if you reach out to Support with the 
specifications you would like your button to have, they will send 

you CSS code that you can add to your Custom CSS field.



Question 3 (Peter)

I was not previously aware of the "button" possibilities. By copying the 
code Jerod showed in his demonstration (about the Indiana artifacts) 
I've managed to produce a button link. Is there a good "article" within 

the knowledge base to explain how buttons are created and, e.g., how 
you format their size, colors, etc.?

You can also follow a few simple steps to 
edit the CSS on your own …



1. Add Custom CSS 
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Paste CSS, then Save

1. Add Custom CSS 



2. Create Custom CSS Using Chrome “Inspect Element” Tool 



Notice red 
button.

2. Create Custom CSS Using Chrome “Inspect Element” Tool 



Using Google 
Chrome, I scroll 

over button, right 
click, and then 

choose “Inspect.”

2. Create Custom CSS Using Chrome “Inspect Element” Tool 



Scroll in the 
“Styles” 

section to find 
the code 

governing the 
button. (Tip: 
Look for the 
color match.)

2. Create Custom CSS Using Chrome “Inspect Element” Tool 



To change the 
color, click on 
the hex code 

(#XXX123) and 
change it. 

2. Create Custom CSS Using Chrome “Inspect Element” Tool 



To change the 
color, click on 
the hex code 

(#XXX123) and 
change it. 

(Note: You will 
see the change, 
but nothing is 

actually 
happening on 
the live site!)

2. Create Custom CSS Using Chrome “Inspect Element” Tool 



Copy the entire 
section of code 
for that element. 

Identify the 
previous section’s 
closing } and then 
copy everything 

through the 
next }.

2. Create Custom CSS Using Chrome “Inspect Element” Tool 



Paste the code you 
copied, then Save.

2. Create Custom CSS Using Chrome “Inspect Element” Tool 



Voila!

2. Create Custom CSS Using Chrome “Inspect Element” Tool 



Question 4 (Brian)

Your focus has primarily been on blogging. I'd welcome some guidance 
on whether it can be helpful to include vlogs and whether you think this 

is likely to be a coming trend. In what circumstances may it be 
beneficial or detrimental to a site? 



When to use video blogs 
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When to use video blogs 

• When the projected (and ultimately, measured) ROI is positive 
• When you can produce quality (lighting, audio, background, etc.) 
• When a visual element actually adds value 
• When you are building your audience on YouTube and/or Facebook 
• When you want to encourage a more intimate connection w/ audience 
• When you want to create one piece of content that can be repurposed 

in several different ways (video, podcast, transcript, etc.)



This video series 
will have a positive 
ROI, because the 

videos, slides, and 
audio replays will 

be useful to 
customers and 

prospects for years 
to come.



Here, the visual 
element really 

adds to the 
experience and 

usefulness of the 
blog post.



Here, the video 
helps us improve 
connection with 

the audience, 
grow our 

audience on 
YouTube, and 

create a piece of 
content for 

repurposing. 



Pro tip: Comb 
your hair and put 
on a decent shirt 
before you record 

the video.



Pro tip: Comb 
your hair and put 
on a decent shirt 
before you record 

the video.

— Jerod’s wife



Question 5a (Roger)

When you need to write something with HTML, like Jerod composed 
and placed in text expander, can you use the visual editor (in Rainmaker) 

and copy the HTML from the text tab? 



When you need to write something with HTML, like Jerod composed 
and placed in text expander, can you use the visual editor (in Rainmaker) 

and copy the HTML from the text tab? 

Yes.

Question 5a (Roger)



Question 5b (Roger)

Does the editorial calendar actually trigger "publishing" the content? 



Does the editorial calendar actually trigger "publishing" the content? 

Yes. The content will be published on the date/time you 
schedule it for, just as with any blog post.

Question 5b (Roger)



Question 5c (Roger)

Do I create opt-in forms within Rainmaker -- not in my third party mail 
service (AWeber)? 



Question 5c (Roger)

Do I create opt-in forms within Rainmaker -- not in my third party mail 
service (AWeber)? 

You can do both. AWeber (and other third-party email platforms) 
have tools that allow you to create embeddable opt-in forms. 
Those will work in any content area. But you can also create 

opt-in forms using Rainmaker’s built-in Forms tool that will work 
with your third-party email service.



Choose your provider in Email Marketing settings of Form 



Question 5d (Roger)

How do you get a "background image" in your form? I see Chris had 
that on his maker site. 



Question 5d (Roger)

How do you get a "background image" in your form? I see Chris had 
that on his maker site. 

That image is added using Custom CSS. Our Support staff can 
help you add an image to a form.



Question 6 (Patrick)

I'm looking for a model that works, where members can be part of a 
paid forum and experts can offer their help. Is there a way to share in 

the profits, by giving incentives for the experts to join?  



Question 6 (Patrick)

I'm looking for a model that works, where members can be part of a 
paid forum and experts can offer their help. Is there a way to share in 

the profits, by giving incentives for the experts to join?  

A paid forum is simple to set up. Create a member group, make the 
forum accessible only to people with that member group, and then 
create and sell a product that grants access to the member group. 

However, there is no automated way to share profits with experts 
using Rainmaker. You would need to manually calculate and 

distribute total profits from your paid forum membership, or use a 
third-party service that would help you do this.



Question 7 (Arthur)

On a previous webinar, Jerod mentioned a strategy where he displays 
visitors a form inviting them to join his email list, if they say "no" to 

becoming a member of his site. (Using an Exit Pop?) What is the process 
for doing that in RainMail / Rainmaker? Thanks!



Add Exit Pop-Up (with Step-Down Option) 



Add Exit Pop-Up (with Step-Down Option) 

This is a free 
membership 
registration.



Add Exit Pop-Up (with Step-Down Option) 

This is what 
someone will see 

when not logged in.



Add Exit Pop-Up (with Step-Down Option) 

When they are 
logged in, they will 

see this …



Add Exit Pop-Up (with Step-Down Option) 

When someone is 
about to leave the 

page without taking 
action, this pop up 

appears.



Add Exit Pop-Up (with Step-Down Option) 

This pop up is 
created using 

Sumo.



Add Exit Pop-Up (with Step-Down Option) 

By adjusting the 
Popup Settings, 
you can create a 
*similar* effect 

using Rainmaker’s 
built-in Site Notice 

feature.



Add Exit Pop-Up (with Step-Down Option) 

Has it worked?



Add Exit Pop-Up (with Step-Down Option) 

So far, so good.



Add Exit Pop-Up (with Step-Down Option) 

To enable Sumo 
on your site, go to 
Settings > Email



Add Exit Pop-Up (with Step-Down Option) 

Then check Enable Sumo Module 
(followed by hitting “Save”)



Add Exit Pop-Up (with Step-Down Option) 

Look for this message after saving.



What’s next?



Upcoming Sessions

How to Use Rainmaker’s Powerful Suite 
of Traffic and SEO Tools

Thursday, April 6, 2017 at 1:00 p.m. ET

Q&A on Using Rainmaker’s Powerful 
Suite of Traffic and SEO Tools

Thursday, April 13, 2017 at 12:00 p.m. ET



Additional Questions?



http://newrainmaker.com

